PINNACLE HEALTHCARE

CASE HISTORY

Physicians’ Group Gets CSG’s Personal Touch for $35 Million Facility

PROBLEM

When Pinnacle Healthcare, a group of 50-plus multi-specialty physicians in Crown Point, IN, decided to build a hospital the board knew little about where to begin. Aside from basic real estate and construction knowledge, the greater issue for the group was time. Day-to-day operation of a medical clinic is time-intensive so the one thing the group couldn’t spare was time for project management. It was a dilemma that required an efficient solution.

SOLUTION

The Pinnacle Healthcare board turned to Corporate Service Group (CSG) for guidance and expertise. CSG provided site due diligence and land procurement, initially locating a 27-acre site large enough for the hospital and an attendant medical office building, plus room for expansion. CSG worked with the board on site and space planning, resource analysis, design and construction, invoice processing, cost control, scheduling, and comprehensive project management throughout the 18-month start-to-finish process.

RESULTS

Corporate Service Group used its intimate knowledge of healthcare delivery, combined with a deep understanding of Pinnacle’s patient care philosophy, to deliver a patient-focused hospital with 18 beds, five operating suites, and the latest medical technology. Today the facility enables each Pinnacle patient to receive the highest quality of personal care available from an acute care hospital.